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Quality in supplements and herbal extracts: is all that glittering really gold?
Certification techniques and tools to guarantee transparency and reliability for operators and
consumers.
Origin and identification of raw materials, traceability, clarity and transparency on all steps of the production
process. These are only some of the basic principles that operators and customers of “wellness products”
should be able to request and obtain from companies that manufacture dietary supplements and botanical
extracts. Unfortunately, in the vast international scenario of supplements there is still a dense nebula on many
aspects that define the concept of "quality" of a product, even beyond international legislative obligations.
Yet today there are techniques and methods of analysis able to give absolute certainty to the product data,
and to certify its full reliability and functionality for our body’s health. It is also easier to clarify a concept a little
bit too abused as already mentioned: "quality".
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What is meant today for quality in a supplement? Who and what certifies its effectiveness?
On Saturday, September 8 at 12 at the Forza Vitale Stand B57 - C58 Dr. Antonio Salerno, Biologist, Board
member of F.I.B. Italian Biologists Foundation, Director of Research & Quality Laboratory at Forza Vitale
Italia Srl Laboratories, will illustrate the peculiarities of quality controls within the company situated in Puglia:
from those on raw materials (e.g.: visual examination, odor, microbiology, TLC, relative humidity, activity of
water) to those on work in progress liquids and solids, up to the finished product (e.g.: control of alcohol
content, density, pH, filling volume control, NIR spectroscopy, labeling, packaging) and all procedures based
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on the company’s certifications (ICEA Organic, GMP). A complex daily verification process that allows Forza
Vitale to fully certify the products available on the market and offer the most comprehensive range of data
and information to doctors, pharmacists, herbalists and holistic practitioner and their patients.
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